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Magic Times Two Delivered to Traders Village
Wichita, KS – Nothing is more magical than a one-of-a-kind Chance Rides carousel, and Traders Village in
Houston, Texas is prepared to share the enchantment with its guests. Chance Rides delivered a 36 ft. Americana
carousel with recognizable Bradley & Kaye horses and wildlife figures. A true classic, the Chance Rides carousel
was beautifully hand-painted and hand-crafted to deliver magic to all its riders.
A new Chance Rides Yo-Yo ride brought additional wonder and enjoyment to Traders Village. The Yo-Yo spins
riders through the air like the fantastic flight of a whirlwind, giving them a thrilling sense of freedom. Riders are
suspended in 32 self-loading swings on this entertaining attraction for high-flying action. Both children and adults
are drawn in by its tremendous visibility.
“Providing a memorable family experience has always been top priority at Trader’s Village,” Lee Ann Murray, Senior
Marketing Director, stated. “When we decided to expand our ride offerings at our Houston market, we wanted to
add a ride that was popular for all ages. The Yo-Yo fit perfectly, an old school, high-flying, incredibly fun ride. And
who doesn’t love a carousel. Our 2022 Americana Carousel is a work of art, with hand-painted majestic wildlife
figures, that makes it a visually stunning addition. We worked with Chance Rides in our other markets and knew
they could deliver not only the ride and service, but the experience we wanted for our guests.”
Chance Rides has been manufacturing a diverse line of amusement ride products including trains, trams, carousels, thrill rides, and roller
coasters for over 60 years through the course of continued family ownership. Our nearly 20-acre site with 300,000 sq. ft. of indoor space is
in Wichita, Kansas, in the heart of America. Chance Rides employs a dedicated team of skilled workers. Our products serve customers
that include large theme parks, small to medium-sized regional amusement parks, FECs, zoos, and aquariums, plus stand-alone attraction
venues. We have manufactured, delivered, and installed over 5,000 amusement rides, roller coasters, observation wheels, and people
movers, which continue to exceed our customers’ expectations.

Visit https://www.chancerides.com/ for additional details about Chance Rides' products,
and https://tradersvillage.com/houston/ for details about Traders Village.

